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Description
config.php should really only contain information about how to connect to database and all other parameters should be in database with an administrator page to change them.

History

#1 - 06/23/2010 08:00 AM - Neil Voss

We need to make sure that different checkout from subversion using the same database can have different values. For example, I have HIDE_IMAGIC set to true, but Dmitry wants it false. Likewise, developers will have HIDE_FEATURE=false and the main checkout should have it equal to true.

#2 - 06/23/2010 09:32 AM - Amber Herold

How about making these types of settings part of a new My Settings page, similar to My Profile.

#3 - 07/13/2011 10:09 AM - Amber Herold

- Assignee deleted (Eric Hou)
- Target version changed from Appion/Leginon 2.2.0 to Appion/Leginon Future Version